Assembly instructions for Community Displays

Parts in the bin that are not pictured:










3 lights and sockets
1 3-way power plug
1 extension cord
1 timer
Approximately 25 wood stakes
Approximately 50 screws
1 white rope
3 pieces of 35 inch rope for the shepherds and Joseph
3 pieces of 70 inch rope for the camels

Stable assembly
1. Connect each stable wall to a stable roof with four ¼” x 1” nylon bolts and four wing nuts.
2. Connect the two completed halves of the stable together with the bridge and star in front using six ¼” x 1” nylon bolts,
two ¼” x 1 ½” nylon bolts, and eight nylon wing nuts. The longer bolts are used in the far right or far left holes where the
star is bolted on.
3. Insert the hooks from the side fence into the slots on each side of the stable.
4. Insert the hooks from the back fence into the slots on each of the side fences.
5. Connect Mary and Joseph to the back of the manger with three ¼” x 1” nylon bolts and three wing nuts.
6. Insert Mary and Joseph into the four center notches of the side fences.
7. Connect the manger with Baby Jesus to the double thickness “V” shaped cutout using two flat head #8 x ¾” screws.
8. Connect Joseph’s staff to his hand using a ¼” x 1” nylon bolt and wing nut. The head of the bolt will fit into the pear
shaped cutout on the staff.
9. Tie the white rope from the stable bridge to the back fence to stabilize it in high wind conditions.
10. Tie the 35” rope around Joseph’s head.

Kings and Camels
1. Fasten each King to a camel with four ¼” x 1” nylon bolts and four wing nuts. The King should be closest to viewer.
2. Connect any two (your choice) of the kings to the standing camel legs.
3. Connect two hips marked with a “C” to the remaining king and then slide the front and rear legs into the notches of the
hips.
4. Slide a set of camel ears into the notch on the head of each camel.
5. Tie a 70” piece of rope around the nose of each camel. Take the other end and tie it to the hand of a king. The rope
should drape down on the viewing side of the display.

Cow
1. Connect two hips marked with a “C” to the cow and then slide the front and rear legs into the notches of the hips.
2. Slide a set of cow ears into the notch on the head of the cow.
3. Slide a cow horn into each notch of the cow ears.

Goat
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connect the goat hips to the goat. The bigger goat hip is in the back.
Slide the front and rear goat legs into the notches on the hips.
Slide the goat ears into the notch on the head of the goat.
Slide a goat horn into each notch of the goat ears. The goat horns are taller and pointier compared to the cow horns.

Shepherds and their lambs (one sitting, one standing)
1. Insert the shepherd into the slot of the shepherd stand with the double thickness nose of the stand in front.
2. Fasten one sitting lamb to the front (double thickness) of a stand using two flat head #8 x ¾” screws.
3. Fasten one standing lamb to the front (double thickness) of a stand using two flat head #8 x ¾” screws.

4. Connect a staff to each shepherd’s hand using a ¼” x 1” nylon bolt and wing nut. The head of the bolt will fit into the
pear shaped cutout on the staff.
5. Tie a 35” piece of rope around the head of each shepherd.

Donkey
1. Connect the donkey hips marked with a “D” to the donkey.
2. Slide the front and rear donkey legs into the notches on the hips.
3. Slide the donkey ears into the notch on the head of the donkey.

Electrical
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connect the three lights to the three light sockets.
Plug the light sockets into the 3-way plug and then to the extension cord.
Connect the other end of the extension cord to the timer.
Plug the timer into an electrical outlet.

Arrangement


Arrange the Nativity Scene according to your own personal preferences. Please look at the pictures below to help assist
you in making your decision. You can see more pictures at http://www.kcnativitysets.com/ .

Stake it down – Stake everything down – Then fasten to stakes with screws
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The standing camels require a stake for each leg.
The sitting camel, donkey, cow, goat, only need two stakes each.
The shepherd and lamb need a stake for both the shepherd and lamb.
The stable requires two stakes, one on each side.
The back fence requires two stakes, one on each side.
The Holy Family requires one stake.
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